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Abstract 
Although understanding the evaluation and hiring decisions of employers during employment screening is highly important in the 
sphere of job hunting, the primary factors behind the decision process remain difficult to comprehend. By using the text mining 
technique to analyze business data from public employment service offices, this report attempts to identify the primary factors 
behind hiring decisions when the employing corporation is recruiting mid-career candidates. In concrete terms, we first analyzed 
the results of the employing corporation’s hiring decisions and the reasons behind them in individual cases of job referral, as 
understood by employees at public employment service offices. We then proposed a method to identify the primary factors 
behind the decision process. Furthermore, we used the proposed method to conduct analyses of the results of the decision process 
and of rejected applicants in an attempt to understand the primary factors behind negative hiring decisions. The results show that 
while “experience”, “work”, “age” etc. is extracted, by age groups or occupational categories, characteristic terms are different. 
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1. Introduction 
 The employment situation in Japan has continued to improve in recent years, and the number of job openings has 
continued to surpass the number of jobseekers [1]. However, even under these conditions, a considerable number of 
job seekers’ applications have been rejected by hiring companies.  
In Japan, a common practice is to hire new graduates in bulk. Although less popular than it was in the past, this 
practice remains the case for many corporations, particularly major corporations, which employ new graduates 
which they then train within the organization and employ as long-term, full-time employees. 
Surveys by the Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry (METI) [2]; the Ministry of Health, Labor, and Welfare 
(MHLW) [3]; the Japan Institute for Labor Policy and Training (JILPT) [4]; and the The Federation of Economic 
Organizations have shown that corporations favor employing new graduates for their personnel needs[5]. 
Furthermore, Iwawaki [6, 7], in his analyses of corporate messages and survey interviews, deduced the requirements 
corporations sought from new college graduates. Moreover, Ishijima  et al. [8,9] are in the process of conducting 
text-mining analyses of corporate materials directed toward students.  
These studies and research are all predicated around the bulk hiring of new graduates. As a result, the research 
findings can hardly demonstrate what exactly employers are evaluating and using as a basis of decisions when 
recruiting mid-career candidates. 
Although graduates are being hired in bulk, mid-career recruitment still does occur. According to an employment 
trend survey [10], the pathways to employment when changing careers were most commonly advertised positions 
(32.9%), connections (25.0%), through public employment security offices (Hello Work below) (22.1%), 
secondments (4.7%), Hello Work job postings site (4.6%), and private employment agencies (3.4%). The share of 
Hello Work, was found to be significant.  
Accordingly, this study refers to research findings about hiring new graduates, as well as proposes both a method 
to identify the appropriate data from the information gathered by Hello Work, within which lies the primary factors 
used to make the decision not to hire in the midcareer employment process, and a method to put such information 
into practice.  
 
2ˊJob placement at Hello Work 
The results for Hello Work’s 2013 fiscal year can be found in Table 1. As shown, Hello Work is an essential 
entity in Japan as it helps people to seek job [11].  
 
Table 1.  : FY2013  results (regular workers only. include part-time workers)  
㻌  FY2013 2013 May 
Job seekers 6.200 million 523,039 
Job openings 8.522 million 704,978 
Number of job referrals 10.603 million 849,144 
Successful job placements 1.895 million 165,416 
 
The hiring outcome notification form is used to understand the results of job referrals. The process described 
below provides a concrete understanding of the framework by which this occurs.  
1) When Hello Work provides job referrals, it presents the potential employer with a letter of introduction that 
briefly introduces the job seeker and a hiring outcome notification form.  
2) When applying for the job, the job seeker presents the employing company with the letter of introduction and 
the hiring outcome notification form. 
3) The employing company quickly returns the hiring outcome notification form to Hello Work by post or fax 
after they have made their hiring decision, stating the hiring outcome and the reasons behind it; if the application 
was successful, they also include salary and date of employment commencement.  
This study used the data from unsuccessful applications for job postings in which a jobseeker was hired on a full-
time basis through Hello Work in May 2014. There were data for 187,682 unsuccessful applications. We analyzed 
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62,717 cases in which the company left comments as to why such decision was made. 
 
3ˊAnalysis of hiring comments  
3.1 Summary of hiring comments 
 The comment box provided for employers to describe the particulars of their decision is a blank space on which 
they can write freely. An actual example of an employer’s comments is shown in Table 2. Various comments are 
made. Apart from giving reasons why the candidate was not hired, comments might also be given regarding the 
administrative processing at Hello Work, as well as suggestions made by the employing company for Hello Work. 
As a result, the data pertaining to a negative hire must be accurately understood to be able to analyze the comments 
left in the comment box.  
 
Table 2: Examples of comments㻌 㻌
Comment 
It was decided not to hire the candidate as a result of document screening.  
Chose someone else – non-hire outcome notification form June 12 
Chose someone else  
Did not meet this company’s standards, hence the decision not to hire. Thank you.  
Did not greet the interviewers properly, suggesting they would not be suited for siness/delivery role, hence not hired.  
Fax received from the office May 13. Did not fit the requirements of the role.  
㻌 㻌
 
3.2 Processing hiring comments  
A process with three criteria, described below, was put in place for the accurate comprehension of the data, i.e., 
the reasons given in the comments section for choosing not to hire.  
 
1) Exclusion of irrelevant data 
Many of the comments made in the comments box pertained to issues other than the reasons behind not hiring a 
candidate. Actual examples include comments about the process by which the hiring outcome was sent, such as 
“hiring outcome notification sent by fax,” comments relating to the status  of job seekers, such as “will continue to 
accept applications,” or comments relating to administrative processing at Hello Work, such as “put into benefits .” 
Comments that included phrasing obviously unrelated to the hiring decision, such as “fax” or “continue,” were 
first excluded, after which we used a process to exclude greeting phrases and so on.  
 
2) Exclusion of orthographical variation 
Many orthographical variations were observed in what was written by employers, with some comments written in 
an oral style and with a high frequency of formal platitudes . Meanwhile, some extremely brief comments had 
abbreviated words essential for administrative processing, for the sake of work communication.  
Aside from excluding comments written in an oral style and formal platitudes, we put a process in place whereby 
we built a dictionary to deal with abbreviations and notations.  
 
3) Exclusion of out-of-scope data 
Although small in number, certain cases did not extend to the actual hiring decision. Concrete examples include 
cases in which Hello Work had made the referral but the job seeker had not applied, or the company had just hired 
another candidate as a job seeker applied for a post.  
Comments in this category were processed through the linguistic collation of particular phrases, such as “didn’t 
come,” “unable to interview,” and “the interview was never held.”  
 
Having decided upon these themes, the next chapter describes the method used to identify the primary factors 
behind the hiring decision of employers from the comment box.  
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4ˊText mining  
Text mining first processes the text using natural language processing (NLP) to then identify tendencies and 
characteristics from the content of the text comments using a data mining technique, such that it can be identified as 
a method of discovering new findings [12,13]. 
Text Mining Studio ver. 5.0 was used for this analysis. First, we conducted a morphological analysis and then 
categorized the comments left in the comment box into morphemes, each of which was vested with the 
corresponding speech data. We then built a dictionary to process abbreviations used in specialized language and 
within Hello Work that pertain to hiring, as can be found in Table 3. Moreover, the names of people and places in 
the comments were replaced with the expressions “place name” and “person’s name.” 
 
Table 3: Example of specialized language dictionary 
Notation Meaning 
Company regulation Phrasing often used in hiring process 
Declined by candidate Used in filtering (categorized in both outcomes) 
Did not attend interview Used in filtering㻌 (not selected) 
Job seeker registration withdrawal Hello Work administrative process 
Shokuichi Hello Work department name 
Temporary entry Used in filtering (hiring outcome undecided) 
Toku-kaikin Policy name 
Torairu Koyō Policy name 
 
In addition, we filtered the language based on the presence of phrases such as “did not attend interview” in the 
data that do not pertain to hiring decisions. These phrases were then excluded. The language used in the filtering 
process is shown in Table 4. This process resulted in 54,443 items of data that could be used as the subject of our 
analysis.  
 
Table 4: Examples of filtering 
Word Part of Speech Notes 
Cancel Common noun No selection took place 
Decline by candidate Common noun Categorized in both outcomes 
Did not attend interview Common noun No selection took place 
Fulfilled  Common noun No selection took place 
Temporary entry Common noun Hiring outcome undecided 
 
We then conducted pre-processing to run a word frequency analysis and dependency parsing analysis. In concrete 
terms, this meant processing by grouping together phrases referring to the same word, such as “computer” and “PC,” 
and synonymous words, such as ͆qualifications” and “license.” We then excluded commonly used words, words 
with the same meaning as hiring outcome, words related to conditions in case of employment, words often used in 
the hiring decision process, and words related to administrative processes at Hello Work from the analysis results 
regardless of the hiring reasons, because they are all words that are commonly used in sentences. Moreover, actual 
occupational category names were understood by assigning them with an occupational category code included in the 
employers’ profiles. These codes were excluded from the analysis results. Table 5 shows examples of the excluded 
language.  
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Table 5: Examples of excluded language 
Word Part of Speech Notes 
Date of 
employment Common noun Referring to employment date. Term often used in hiring process 
Decision Common noun Commonly used term 
Employ(ment) Common noun  / verb Term linked to or meaning the same as hiring outcome 
Fax Common noun  / verb Term related to Hello Work administrative process 
H26/5/19 Common noun Employment date. Term linked to or meaning the same as hiring outcome  
HW Common noun Abbreviation of Hello Work. Term often used in the hiring process 
Monthly salary Common noun Term relating to condition of employment 
Office work Common noun Term directly connected to a specific profession (occupation types are understood separately) 
Pass Common noun Term linked to or meaning the same as hiring outcome  
Photocopied Common noun Term related to Hello Work administrative process 
Predicted salary Common noun Term relating to condition of employment 
Recruit(ment) Common noun  / verb Term often used in the hiring process 
Think Independent verb Commonly used term 
Time of 
candidate’s visit Common noun 
Referring to the fact that the hiring decision was known at the time of 
candidate’s visit. A term related to the Hello Work administrative 
process 
 
 
5ˊAnalysis by text mining   
This chapter discusses the results of our analysis of the comments relating to the hiring decision using the method 
proposed in the previous chapters.  
In addition to the analysis of word frequency and Analysis of frequency of associations, we also identified popular 
terms with particular focus on evaluation-related words. In all of these cases, nouns, verbs, and adjectives were the 
subjects of our analyses. 
 
 
5.1 Analysis of word frequency in negative hiring comments 
Table 6 shows the results of our word frequency analysis for comments regarding hiring decisions.  
Apart from words such as “document screening,” “other candidate,” “this company,” “interview,” “many,” and 
“didn’t match,” other terms such as “work,” “experience,” and “age” were commonly observed. 
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Table 6: Analysis of word frequency in negative hiring comments  
㻌 Term Frequency 
1 Document screening 4591 
2 Other candidate 2784 
3 This company 2647 
4 Interview 2473 
5 Many 2118 
6 Didn’t match 1927 
7 Applicant 1658 
8 Work 1459 
9 Experience 1347 
10 Hire other candidate 1134 
11 Wish 1041 
12 Age 862 
13 Good 807 
14 Overall 807 
15 Talent 773 
 
 
5.2  Analysis of frequency of associations in negative hiring comments  
 Table 7 shows the results of analysis of frequency of associations in negative hiring comments.  
The words “applicants–many,” “talent–different,” “knowledge–insufficient,” “experience–insufficient,” “changes 
in employment–many,” and “age–old” were the most commonly observed. 
 
Table 7: Analysis of frequency of associations in negative hiring comments 
㻌  Base term Connected term Frequency 
1 Applicant Many 1244 
2 Other candidate Compare 279 
3 Talent Different 183 
4 Knowledge Insufficient 158 
5 Experience Insufficient 122 
6 Personality Different 108 
7 Change of employment Many 101 
8 Work Not met 67 
9 Work Different 66 
10 Age Old 61 
11 Time Take 57 
12 Experience Lacking 50 
13 Age Difficult 47 
14 Experience None 45 
15 Career Unsuited 45 
 
5.3 Analysis of evaluation in negative hiring comments  
 Table 8 shows the unfavorable terms we have identified from the comments regarding hiring decisions. 
Terms holding negative connotations such as “no” and “severely” were most commonly paired with “experience,” 
“age,” “work,” and “commute.” Meanwhile, positive meaning was attached to such words as “experience” and 
“work.” 
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The results show that while experience is important, some people were rejected for certain positions despite 
having the requisite experience.  
 
Table 8: Analysis of evaluation in negative hiring comments  
㻌  Term Positive Negative 
1 Experience 111 -191 
2 Age 28 -110 
3 Work 62 -83 
4 Commute 9 -53 
5 Impression 35 -48 
6 Response 20 -40 
7 This company 54 -40 
8 Work experience 34 -29 
9 Commuting distance  0 -38 
10 Knowledge 23 -28 
 
 
5.4 Characteristic term analysis by age in negative hiring comments 
Table 9 shows our identification of words that are characteristically used for different age categories. We 
identified words such as “late” and “motivation” for those in their teens and terms such as “experience” and “age” 
for those in their forties. 
 
Table 9: Results of characteristic term analysis by age 
㻌  Teens 20s 30s 40s 50s 60s+ 
1 Interview Interview Document screening Many Age Age 
2 Insufficient Document screening Many Experience Didn’t match Difficult 
3 Time of interview Other candidate Other candidate Age Wish Impossible 
4 Late Talent Applicant Other candidate Difficult Physical ability 
5 Interview time Personality Hired other candidate 
Document 
screening Young Work 
6 Motivation Match Talent Applicant Work Severe 
7 Skill Suitable Interview Wish Physical ability Young 
8 Bubbly Different Compare Personal history Impossible Old age 
9 Demeanor Hired other candidate 
Employment 
criteria Gap Old 
No + 
experience 
10 Response Insufficient Job change  Salary Experience 60 years old 
 
 
5.5 Results of characteristic term analysis by occupation in negative hiring comments 
Table 10 shows our identification of specific terms relating to clerical work, sales and business occupations, 
freight occupations, and specialized occupations (except for medical and welfare). 
In production and transportation occupations, terms such as “willingness” and “physical ability” were important, 
whereas terms relating to experience were given importance in sales and business occupations. Meanwhile, 
“readiness to work” was deemed important in specialized occupations (excluding medical and welfare fields).  
Table 10: Characteristic term analysis by occupation 
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㻌  Office work Production Sales and business Transportation 
Specialized industries 
(excluding medical 
and welfare fields) 
1 Document screening Work Unsuited Applicant Readiness to work 
2 Other candidate Interview Personal history Many Wish 
3 Many Occupation Documents  Impossible Age 
4 Applicant Occupational history No talent Other candidate No experience 
5 Comprehensive Age Age Suitable candidate  Work 
6 Hired other candidate Willingness Fitting Work Different 
7 Compare Experience Long Hired other candidate  Match 
8 Talent Physical ability Work experience Physical ability  Not developed 
9 Qualifications Compare Sales experience Left out of the selection Talent 
10 Do not match Unsuitable Job change  Left out Insufficient 
 
6ˊConclusion  
With the use of data on failed applications from Hello Work, this study aimed to identify data showing the 
primary factors behind corporations’ decisions not to employ a mid-career candidate. This attempt was conducted at 
a certain level of understanding of the outline, and the primary factors behind a negative hiring decision were 
identified. However, given that we used the analytical tool Text Mining Studio, we were unable to control for the 
natural language processing method sufficiently. As a result, there is room to improve upon the analysis in this 
attempt and to go into further detail. Furthermore, we will move a step further than merely identifying the primary 
factors behind a negative hiring decision. Once we have identified the primary factors behind a hiring decision, we 
need to compare such factors with the data relevant to a particular hire. Going forward, we aim to make our analysis 
more detailed and more comprehensive by integrating it with an examination of the hire’s data to be able to identify 
the primary factors behind a hiring decision and to go into further detail.  
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